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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing has emerged as a leading technology that handles allocation of tasks in a 

dynamic manner. Task Scheduling highly contributes to load balancing, and scheduling tasks much 

adheres to the Service Level Agreement (SLA) requirements, which is a document offered by cloud 

service providers to the users. Load balancing serves as one of the key concepts of cloud computing 

that avoids the hectic situation where certain nodes are overloaded while the others are having a very 

smaller number of tasks and certain not at all loaded. The performance of QoS metrics such as 

makespan, throughput, performance, response time etc.  are having some amount of impact to the 

degree of imbalance. Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) and Spider Monkey Optimization (SMO) 

metaheuristic algorithms are integrated and CSO-SMO-LB has been proposed in Cloud Computing 

inorder to balance the scheduling of tasks to the available resources. This proposed metaheuristic 

algorithm aims to optimize resources and improve Load Balancing in terms of the Quality of Service 

(QoS) task parameters, the priority of Virtual Machine (VM), makespan and resource utilization. The 

performance of metaheuristic-based algorithms, are analysed by performing simulation and better 

results were produced.  

Keywords – Cloud Computing, Task Scheduling, Load Balancing, Metaheuristic algorithm, 

Makespan, Resource Utilization 

 

1.Introduction 

Cloud computing resources provides high-speed internet services to users through an 

application [1]. Cloud provides hosting and [2] storage services on the Internet, with the evolution of 

technologies which aims at achieving optimal resource utilization and high performance [3,4]. Cloud 

computing consists of many resources scattered over the internet around the world and available for 

users through a pay-as-use model.  The load over the resources increases as the number of cloud users 

increases day by day. The tasks are to be allocated in an efficient manner to ensure that no machine 

is idle or overloaded [5, 6].  Nowadays Cloud computing is widely applied in all fields and hence 

load balancing has become a major issue which evenly maintains tasks among different VM’s by 

providing the requested resources to enhance the performance of the system [7-9]. 

In the Cloud Computing environment Load Balancing is considered as an NP-complete 

problem [10, 11]. To solve this problem, many algorithms have been proposed which are divided into 

static, dynamic, and optimization-based algorithms [12, 13]. The static algorithms are suitable for 

small workload and will not handle the load at runtime. The cloud computing environment is 

dynamic, hence in need of dynamic algorithms for efficient task scheduling and to balance the load 

among the Virtual Machines (VMs) [14, 15]. 

In this paper, a load balancing approach has been proposed, by integrating the cat swarm 

optimization algorithm to reduce the energy utilisation with the foraging behavior of spider monkeys 

using the spider monkey algorithm to optimize the load balancing problem by distributing the user 

task among the VMs to achieve minimum response time and makespan.  

1.1 Cat Swarm Optimization 

 CSO algorithm is a continuous and single-objective algorithm composed of two modes, namely, 

tracing and seeking modes. Each cat represents a solution set, which has its own position, a fitness 

value, and a flag. The search space contains positions in N dimensions with each dimension having 

its own velocity. The flag value indicates the mode of the cat (either seeking or tracing mode) whereas 
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the fitness value tells the wellness of the solution set (cat). The number of cats to be engaged in the 

iteration is to be finalised and the best cat in each iteration is saved into memory, and the final iteration 

will represent the final solution [17, 18]. 

1.1.1. Seeking Mode 

Seeking mode imitates the resting behavior of cats.  Table 1.1 specifies the fundamental parameters 

involved in the seeking mode. These values are all tuned and defined by the user through a trial-and-

error method. 

Parameters Roles 

Seeking Memory Pool (SMP) it defines number of candidate positions in which one of 

them is going to be chosen by the cat to go 

Seeking Range of the selected 

Dimension (SRD) 

SRD is the mutative ratio for the selected dimensions 

Counts of Dimension to 

Change (CDC) 

Defines the dimensions to be modified which is in the 

interval of [0, 1] 

Self-Position Considering 

(SPC) 

specifies whether the current position of a cat will be 

selected as a candidate position for the next iteration or not 

Table 1.1 Fundamental Parameters in Seeking Mode 

In seeking mode, as the first step, each cat seeks memory locations and duplicates its own position. 

Secondly, calculates the count of dimensions to change from the duplicated positions.  

𝑃𝑐 =  
|𝐹𝐶𝑖 −  𝐹𝐶𝑗|

|𝐹𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  −  𝐹𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛|
 0 < 𝑖 < 𝑗 

Where,  𝑃𝑐 = probability of latest cat; FCi = fitness calculation value of each cat; FCmax = maximum 

assessment of fitness calculation FCmin = minimum significance of fitness calculation 

1.1.2. Tracing Mode 

Tracing mode copies the tracing behavior of cats. For the first iteration, random velocity values are 

given to all dimensions of a cat’s position. However, for later steps, velocity values need to be 

updated.  

Moving cats in this mode: 

(1) Update velocities (Vk,d) for all dimensions according to equation (3). 

(2) If a velocity value outranged the maximum value, then it is equal to the maximum velocity. 

(3) Update position of Catk according to the following equation:  

         Vk,d = Vk,d + r1c1 (Xbest,d  − Xk,d) 

Energy consumption is the principal parameter of load balancing process. The Power consumption 

of the framework is determined by the absolute Euclidean distance (ED) of all the dynamic PM 

simultaneously. The smaller ED is considered as the better load balanced system. The PM is turned 

off, when no assignment is run in relating PM. The Power efficient factor (E) of each active node is 

calculated based on equation (2). 

E = √∑(𝑈𝑖  −  𝑈𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖)2

𝑑

𝑖=1

  

𝐶 =
1

𝑉
∑ (

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑀𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑠
)

𝑣

𝑖=1

 

𝑈 =
1

𝑃𝑀 ∗  𝑉𝑀
[∑ ∑

1

2

𝑉𝑀

𝑗=1

𝑃𝑀

𝑖=1

(
𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑗
+

𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑗
)] 

The main goal of proposed technique is to obtain finer load balancing on cloud. Basically, cloud 

computing contains u number of PMs and each PM consist of v number of VMs. The purpose of the 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cin/2020/4854895/#EEq3
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proposed algorithm is to reduce Power (P), migration cost (C) and Memory Utilization (M) while the 

load is balanced. 

The objective function is designed which is given in equation (1). 

Fitness Function = Min(E + C + M)      ---- (1) 

Where E – Energy Consumed, C - Migration cost and M – Memory utilization 

1.2. Spider Monkey Optimization SMO algorithm [16] is a swarm intelligence-inspired algorithm 

based on the foraging behavior of spider monkeys, which are social animals that lives in groups and 

follows a particular living pattern in communication and foraging for food. A female leader always 

leads a group of spider monkeys in foraging the food which should be enough for all group members. 

In case of insufficient food, the leader splits the group into smaller sub-groups which in turn foraging 

in different dimensions and regions to increase the opportunity of finding food sources. The group 

leader is called the global leader while the subgroup leaders are called local leaders.  

1.2.1 SMO algorithm Optimization process  

The process of SMO contains six phases, as shown in Table1.2 

Local leader 

phase 

while a sub-group is foraging, members changing their positions based 

on information from the local leader and from group members 

Global leader 

phase 

based on the information from the Global leader and the local leader, the 

subgroup members of all sub-groups are changing their positions  

Global leader 

learning phase 

Applies greedy selection to find the nearest spider monkey  

Local leader 

learning phase 

Finds the nearest foraging, within the of the sub-group domain 

Local leader 

decision phase 

to avoid stagnation, then all sub-group members will update their 

positions based on information from the global leader and the local 

leader 

Global leader 

decision phase 

to avoid stagnation, all sub-group members will update their positions 

based on information from the global leader and the local leader 

Table 1.2 Phases of SMO 

1.3 CSO-SMO-LB Algorithm 

The computational complexity of the proposed approach can be analyzed by examining the updations 

of the positions, grouping, and assigning operations. The grouping of VMs, user tasks creates 

additional complexity. The creation of subgroups and groups plays a vital role in balancing the load. 

Algorithm:  

CSO-SMO-LB algorithm for load balancing  

 1: #PREPROCESSING PHASE 

2: Virtual machine grouping  

3: Expand the list of all directions to VMs 

4: # THE LOAD BALANCING PHASE 

5: Call Load Balancing Decision 

6: while (the termination is not fit)  

calculate the fitness function for all cats 

7: Grouping of User Task 

8: Create subgroups and identify local leader  

9: Combine all subgroups and identify global leader 

10: Identify better outcomes 

Experimental results  

The main aim of this study is to reduce the energy consumption in the VM’s in PM. To avoid the 

energy consumption and Makespan, load balancing process is used in VM. To provide evidence of 
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proposed algorithm comparison is done with different method namely, CSO-SMO-LB based load 

balancing and GA based load balancing. The performance of the CSO-SMO-LB algorithm has been 

evaluated through simulation done using CloudSim. The version of the system is Intel Core i7 8th 

Generation processor, 1.8 GHz CPU, and 16 GB RAM running on Microsoft Windows 10 platform. 

Different experiments were performed with different autogenerated datasets and different parameter 

values. 

 

 
 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, developed a load balancing method CSO-SMO-LB for cloud computing environments 

inspired by the foraging behavior of Cats and Spider Monkeys. The makespan value is minimized in 

turn by minimizing the energy utilization. To make the Spider Monkey Optimization algorithm 

applicable for finding the optimal load balance of tasks via virtual machines, a mathematical model 

was also developed for job mapping using the CSO-SMO-LB algorithm over the cloud environment. 

The developed method not only handling the issue of load balancing but also takes into consideration 

the capability and accessibility of the resource through the proposed grouping strategies of tasks and 

virtual machines. The SMO-LB was tested using the CloudSim simulator with various testing 

scenarios and evaluated in comparison with two other methods, Genetic Algorithm(GA) and Adaptive 

Cat Swarm Optimization(ACSO), and the proposed method outperforms. 
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